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Hartford Partnership Program for Aging Education (HPPAE)  

Talking Points for Target Audiences: Field Instructors 

Below we provide a brief, general profile and talking points matched to essential marketing 
messages for the HPPAE.  

Profile of a Field Instructor 

• Motivated to raise the professionalism of the field   
• Proud of his ability to multi-task and problem solve at the nexus of classroom and practice 
• Critical of academia when it does not reflect current, on-the-ground realities in aging care, 

which filters down to the knowledge and skills level of the students and graduates 
• Concerned about the shortage of qualified social workers  

 
Key Messages 

1. The growing number of older adults in the US is leading to an increased demand for social 
workers who specialize in aging care. (Demand) 

Supporting Messages: 
• Field instructors and agency staff have a frontline perspective on the acute demand for more 

social workers in aging.    
• As social work professionals, it is part of your mission to serve underserved and vulnerable 

populations.   
• It is important that you leverage your wisdom and experience to train the next generation of 

social workers.    

2. Developing a HPPAE at your school will establish you as a leader in the field of aging and 
social work. (Leadership) 

Supporting Messages: 
• Becoming a HPPAE partner will offer professional development opportunities and help 

position you as a community innovator in geriatric care.   
• The HPPAE is unique among field education programs for elevating the role of the field 

instructors as a critical linchpin in the program’s and student’s success, including acting as 
mentors for students.   

• You will be challenged by new opportunities, which may include teaching as either a guest 
lecturer or an adjunct instructor for aging courses.    
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3. The HPPAE is effectively training the next generation of social workers in the aging care 
field. (Proven and Tested) 

Supporting Messages: 
• The HPPAE is on the forefront of a growing movement to re-envision how aging care is 

taught at graduate social work programs nationwide to ensure that clients will receive better 
quality and better coordinated care.   

• Your clients will benefit from having highly trained graduate students working for them in 
the short- and long-term and experience improved services and coordinated care.   

• Your agency will have a larger pool of qualified applicants to fill positions.   

4. The HPPAE is driven by innovative partnerships between universities and community-
based agencies. (Partnership Feature) 

Supporting Messages: 
• This is a true partnership in which academic and practitioner professionals develop the 

curriculum together and collaborate as teachers.   
• Becoming a HPPAE partner will provide you and your staff with mutual learning 

opportunities and build and strengthen relations with local university and college social 
work programs, which may lead to other collaborations and funding opportunities.   
You and your agency will have more input in linking field instruction with the course work 
students receive in the classroom, which means having more input in how social worker 
students are trained and prepared for the rigors of the profession.  

5. At the heart of the HPPAE is a “rotational” approach to field education that places 
students in multiple agency settings. (Rotational Feature) 

Supporting Messages: 
• Because you will have been a part of creating the HPPAE curriculum, the HPPAE graduate 

students who intern with you will be more knowledgeable and qualified in meeting the 
needs and realities of the local community or region you serve.   

• The rotational model gives your agency more exposure among graduate students and vice 
versa, which will be useful when you are recruiting new social workers.   

• Although students may spend a shorter time with you than in traditional rotations, they will 
bring to the table a more well-rounded view and perspectives of the health care system.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                


